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The game is a 3D multi-player battle.n All game sprites resemble a cartoon look from the TV show, and each turtle has unique movement and sound.n The player can invite friends to fight for him ten players. n During battles with rivals, various destruction can be inflicted. n The winner is the one who first reaches the podium. A team of three players must identify the cube placed on the playing field. Making their way, the turtles must remove
from the playing field elements reminiscent of recent times. Full text: When Raphael and Michelangelo discover the entrance to a large tunnel in their house, Donatello's newly found crystal starts working. Caught in the current, they go in search of the third crystal. In the dungeons discovered by Raphael, the group is trapped where a group of strong soldiers are located. Luckily, they are repulsed. Together with the soldiers, they discover a stone
slab that blocks the path to the center of the labyrinth. Once in the center of the labyrinth, Raphael finds a staircase leading to the tomb of Sforza and hopes to find the third diamond. Suddenly, Michelangelo collapses the ceiling. With difficulty, Raphael knocks the stone out of the base, and finds the third crystal. Further along the path of the group lies a huge abyss. Below, they are waiting for hostile creatures that destroy the squad. Among
them is a monster that looks like a monster from the comics, the guardian of evil. Nobody can get out. After destroying the monsters, the group leaves their bodies behind. After that, the group is sent back to the country, and Raphael follows her in order to dismantle the blockage. Once on the surface, the group finds that they are being pursued by soldiers hired by a powerful corporation. This gave Rafa the opportunity to retrieve the third
crystal, but he was unable to figure out how to operate the thing. When the group reaches the tomb, Michelacchio's Workshop is closed. After going through everything in the workshop, the group finds another crystal and carefully returns to the valley.The next two crystals appear at the end of the mission, they show new locations. The third crystal was lost on the first playthrough. Later, two more were found, but they show completely different
areas. Plot origins The story of the plot begins with a little boy Claudio (this is if you look at the Codex). According to him, he and his family sailed on a boat on the Ticino River. Suddenly, the ship got into a storm and sank. Two of its members survived. The boy was rescued by Mussolini and promised to help find his family. He quickly matured and became a strong young man. With the help of Mussalini, the boy became a soldier and soon
decided to find his father. He got into trouble. Mussalianzi asked him not to touch his family, but Claudio offered him incredible conditions. He promised to kill his mother and only brother for triple the price Mu had to pay
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